Recommended Projects Draft August 2019

San Diego Prop 1 Funding Area

- < 60% CA. MHI (SDAC)
- < 80% CA. MHI (DAC)
- < 85% CA. MHI, Pop <= 20K with Low Pop Density (EDA)
- < 85% CA. MHI, Pop <= 20K with UnEmp 2% > CA Avg. (EDA)
- < 85% CA. MHI, Pop <= 20K with Local Financial Hardship (EDA)
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Project ID - Project Sponsor: Project

1900 - National City: Paradise Valley Creek
2004 - City SD: North City Pure Water
2012 - SDCWA: Reg. Water Efficiency
2032 - Oceanside: N. County Potable Reuse
2036 - FPUD: Sta Margarita IPR
2037 - SEJPA: N. County RW
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